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Summary 

  

Phenomenon of relative seismic velocities of strata whereby a shallow layer or feature with a low seismic velocity surrounded 

by rock with a higher seismic velocity causes what appears to be a structural low beneath it. This issue has always been a 

matter of concern in time migration. In geophysical terms we call this artifact as velocity pull down. This paper deals with one 

such type of problem encountered in Heera field of Mumbai offshore Basin and the methodology adopted in resolving pull 

down (sags) issue.  

  

A mid Miocene low velocity channel fill creating pull down issues percolating down to the basement. Even the interpretation 

of Basement along these regions became ambiguous. To resolve these issues Pre-Stack Depth migration with proper channel 

velocity modeling was carried out. Interval velocity model building started with coherency inversion along six horizons 

interpreted in time migrated domain showed clear indication of low velocity fills. Four iteration of horizon tomography 

followed by closed grid tomography were carried out for making the final interval velocity volume for running final PSDM. 

The final depth volume was greatly accounted the pull-down issues along with improvement in basement and basement fault 

clarity. 
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Introduction 

 

The Heera field lies about 75 km south west of Mumbai 

city in west cost of India in Arabian Sea. The field is 

divided into a northern and large southern block, with 

better petrophysical properties, by an east-west oriented 

graben. In Heera about 1800 m of sediments have been 

deposited over Precambrian Basement. The Basal clastics 

of Paleocene age are present in some parts of the structure. 

The Basal clastics is overlain by a limestone sequence 

(Bassein limestone) deposited in a transgressive period. 

However, there exists ample evidence of erosion 

subsequent to deposition of Bassein (middle Eocene) and 

Mukta (lower Oligocene) limestone. Subsequent to the 

unconformity above Mukta, Heera was deposited in a 

transgressive phase. The Bassein limestone was deposited 

in a shallow marine environment. About 500 million bbl of 

oil reserves has been established in 5 stratigraphic horizons 

in the field. Of these the middle Eocene Bassein limestone 

is the main productive horizon in this field.   

  

 
Fig.1 The map showing the study area 

 

Exploration  in Heera field is in mature phase with a 

Overall recovery of 15%IIP. However a success from one 

of the drilled well in the Area. which produced oil from 

basement fractures opened up a new frontier – Basement 

Exploration. 
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The available vintage PSTM data for basement mapping, 

infested by velocity Pull down (sag) artifacts, is having 

sags of the order of 30ms at basement levels. These 

artifacts are  hampering reliable basement mapping which 

are not supported by well data. These pull down artifacts 

are to be resolved for imaging of basement and basement 

fault/fracture clarity has to be improved for further 

exploratory efforts in the area.  

  

The preliminary analysis of vintage PSTM:  

  

 Time slices showed a star fish shaped pull down 

structure along sides of Heera platform.    

 The pull down issue is more prominent in cross line 

directions compared to inline directions (fig1).   

 The volume has also shown clear indication of 

large channel infill. 

 

 
Fig.1 A PSTM section indicating low velocity channel infills and 

pull-down artifact caused by them. 

 

Methodology  

 

It is commonly observed that in areas of complex 

geological setups having lateral velocity variations, the 

time imaging is may not yield adequate results. It fails to 

image the subsurface events in their true perspective as it 

is limited by many assumptions inherent in the migration 

algorithm and the distortion caused by complex ray paths.  

  

Pre Stack depth migration based on model ray-tracing 

allow more accurate estimates of interval velocity provides 

better subsurface image where there are complex 

structures and lateral velocity variations are abrupt. A 

PSDM with proper velocity modeling accounting low 

velocity infill can remove velocity pull-down artifacts as it 

accounts for ray bending affects.   

As the geo-body, channel in this case, is sufficiently large 

coherency inversion (ray based) technique used for initial 

velocity model building (Ian Jones et all).   

  

Horizon Tomographic velocity updates followed by grid 

Tomographic approaches constrained by picked  horizon 

used for incorporating finer details of low velocity infill  

adopted for velocity model building  (ref. Fujimoto et all).  

  

PSDM & Velocity Model Building  

  

The raw data after geometry merging and necessary 

corrections was pre-processed. Data was conditioned to 

remove noise and multiples using standard processing 

steps viz. editing, de-spiking, band pass filter, swell noise 

attenuation, linear noise attenuation, radon de-multiple,  

deconvolution in Tau-P domain and offset regularization  

  

Six horizons from water-bottom to the basement having 

good velocity contrast were interpreted in time migrated 

domain (fig2). 

 

 
Fig2. PSTM section with interpreted horizons  

  

Initial interval velocity model started with velocity picking 

through coherency inversion technique along these six 

interpreted horizons in layer stripping manner. The 

velocity semblances were generated and analyzed in both 

inline and cross line directions.   

  

The semblances generated along inline direction could not 

give any conclusive trend as pull-down regions are largely 

falling in inline directions.   

  

However, the cross line semblances gave more reliable 

picture and gave the clear indication of velocity lows along 

Horizon- 4 as can be seen from fig.3. Considering these 
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things at the back of mind close grid velocity analysis was 

carried out. The velocity analysis yielded very satisfying 

initial interval velocity model with clear demarcation of 

low  Velocity zones as can be seen from fig.4 (displaying 

interval velocity section overlaid on depth section). 

 

 
Fig3. Initial Interval velocity analysis with coherency   inversion 

along horizon 4 showing anomalous velocity zones in the 

semblance plot 

 

 
Fig4. Interval velocity section Showing low velocity infill in 

marked zones.  

  

Following initial model building all the horizons were map 

migrated to depth domain.   

  

First Pass migration was carried out with initial velocity 

model. Subsequently residual depth moveout were picked 

on image gathers. The Horizon thickness and velocity was 

updated with Horizon Tomographic method. Four 

horizons Tomographic updates were carried out before 

arriving a good interval velocity volume as it can be 

inferred from fig.5 clearly indicating near zero residual 

moveout.   

  

Finally, Velocity Volume updated with a hybrid grid 

Tomographical approach constrained by residual picked 

along the horizons. The final interval velocity volume has 

demonstrated the finer velocity details of the channel 

feature as it can be inferred from the comparison of time 

slice of PSTM volume fig.6a and Depth slice of interval 

velocity volume fig.6b.  

 

 
Fig5. Residual Depth moveout analysis along horizon 3 

following almost zero residual line. 

 

 
Fig6a. A PSTM slice showing the channel existence 
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Fig6b. Interval velocity depth slice showing a clear indication of 

meandering channel  

 

Results and discussion  

  

The reprocessed PSDM data has resolved pull-down(sags) 

artifacts to a great extent. The PSDM volume has shown 

improved basement clarity and has brought out clear fault 

definitions when compared to vintage PSTM/PSDM data 

fig7. 

 

The horizon slices of final velocity volume (fig6b) are also 

depicting clear indication of a meandering channel 

existence with low velocity infill which is exactly 

following the trend of channel in shown in figure 6a. The 

time slices are also clearly supporting the channel 

existence as it is visible from fig6. The interval velocity of 

channel is around 2600m/s. The interval velocities of 

surrounding structures are of the order 3300m/s. The 

results can be conclude as  

  

 The final velocity volume clearly depicted 

existence  of channel between horizon 3 and 

horizon 4  

 The channel fill is low velocity in nature of the 

order of 2600  

 The final PSDM clearly resolved pull down effects 

as shown in images below fig 7. 

 

 
Fig7a.Vintage PSTM Section along XL1100 showing sags in 

encircled portions 

 

 
Fig7b.Vintage PSDM Section along XL1100 

 

 
Fig7c. PSDM Section along XL1100 with resolved 

Pulldown(sag) effects 
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Fig 7d.  Zoomed image of pull-down region, comparing vintage 

vs new PSDM depicting clear basemt and fault clarity   

  

Conclusions  

  

The low velocity channel in-fills causing pull down artifact 

has always been matter of concern in oil exploration. Due 

care should be taken for velocity model building at initial 

stage itself. The velocity anomalous zones should be given 

more attention while analyzing the velocities during the 

refinement process. As PSDM is an interpretative 

processing, interpreters involvement is must during the 

course of processing specially at the time of velocity 

modeling building.  

  

Unresolved velocity anomalies at shallow levels degrade 

deeper imaging. As a consequence, great care needs to be 

taken to ensure that all significant shallow velocity 

anomalies have been dealt with before attempting to build 

the deeper parts of a velocity–depth model  

  

This case study clearly resolved pull-down issues along 

with improved basement and fault clarity  
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